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Abstract

A method for the optimal affinity membrane column design, based in the solution of the Thomas kinetic model for frontal
analysis in membrane column adsorption, is presented. The method permits to choose suitable membrane operating
conditions, column dimensions and processing time, to maximize the throughput when an operating capacity restriction in
the range of 80–95% of the column capacity is used. Two basic design charts were obtained by computer simulation, for
residence and processing time calculation, respectively. These charts can be used and manipulated in a wide range of
operational conditions, provided that four design specifications related to column axial and radial Peclet numbers, length and
pressure drop, are fulfilled. The application of the method was illustrated using experimental data and a simple analytical
procedure. The implications of the method and results on the design and optimization of affinity membrane chromatographic
columns are discussed.  1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction pressure drop limitations commonly encountered in
column chromatography. As a result, adsorption,

Recently, affinity membrane technology has washing, elution, and regeneration steps are greatly
evolved as an alternative to affinity column chroma- improved and also the probability of deactivation of
tography. It introduces a different approach to ex- biomolecules is decreased by shortening their expo-
ploit the biospecific interactions between a protein sure to unfavorable media [9].
and a ligand to economically purify proteins present Axial and radial diffusion, sorption kinetics, and
at very low concentrations in complex solutions, nonuniformities in membrane porosity and thickness
using porous structures with flat-sheet and hollow have been shown to affect affinity membrane per-
fiber forms [1–4]. Affinity membranes help to over- formance key factors such as, breakthrough curve
come the limitations encountered in conventional (BTC) sharpness and residence time. Degradation of
commercial processes using chromatographic beads membrane performance can be minimized working
[5–8]. Affinity membranes operate in convective with axial Peclet numbers greater than 40, and radial
mode, which can significantly reduce diffusion and Peclet numbers smaller than 0.04. Stacking more

than 30 membranes averages out membrane porosity
and thickness nonuniformities [10]. Under these* ´Corresponding author: Especialidad en Biotecnologlıa, Univer-
conditions, mass transfer resistances are minimized,sidad de Sonora, Apdo. Postal 593, Hermosillo, Sonora 83000,

´Mexico. and the membrane system performance can be
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predicted using the solution of the Thomas kinetic porous membrane (equivalent to an array of fine
model for frontal chromatography [11]. Furthermore, capillaries parallel with one other) with an average
if a design constraint on the curve shape is set, an pore diameter of d , onto which a ligand is immobil-p

optimal method of design can be obtained [12]. ized.
When adsorptive membranes were used to sepa- In the analysis, the feed protein concentration is

rate proteins from crude solutions in previous works, c . The protein solution has a concentration c(z,t)o

suspended solids, lipids and aggregated proteins with a constant interstitial flow velocity y through a
plugged the membrane pores, or caused product loss membrane column height L (membrane thickness
due to polarization, concentration and rejection at L ) and void porosity ´. The concentration ofm

particle layers [13]. To overcome these problems a protein in the solid phase is given by q(z,t). The
new generation of large pore-size (10 to several adsorption kinetics is characterized by the associa-
hundred micrometers) membranes have been investi- tion and dissociation rate constants k and k ,1 21

gated. In these membrane systems, film mass transfer respectively. The maximum adsorption capacity of
probably dominate the overall mass transfer resist- the membrane is given by the parameter q . Atm

ance, in contrast to previous work, where these equilibrium the dissociation equilibrium constant Kd

effects where not observed because the membrane is given by k /k .21 1

pore size was too small [14]. Consequently, it is a Optimal operating conditions can be reached
very important design issue to determine the appro- working with selected Peclet numbers and appro-
priate system and operating conditions, for a given priated stacked membrane columns, and system
affinity membrane application, where membrane performance can then be predicted using the solution
pore size should balance mass transfer against plug- of the Thomas no-dispersive kinetic model for
ging and polarization problems. frontal chromatography [10–12,15–19].

In this work, an affinity membrane column scheme In the present study the Thomas model was used
is presented which can be used to determine the basis to develop appropriate design charts through com-
for a proper design, operation and application of puter simulation. In this work, the design charts
these systems. The scheme permits to choose suit- along with selected design constrains where used to
able membrane operating conditions, column dimen- determine parameters, and operating conditions re-
sions and processing time, to maximize the through- quired for optimum design performance of affinity
put when an operating capacity restriction in the membrane columns. The analysis is presented for
range of 80–95% of the column capacity is used. column membrane operating capacity in the range of

The proposed method is simple, integral and 80–95%.
general. It is based in design charts to calculate
residence and processing time, takes into account the 2.2. Design constraint
several hydrodynamic and kinetic factors that affect
membrane performance, and can be applied to a During column operation in frontal mode, for
wide range of operating and system conditions. short times solute in the feed is taken up almost

completely by the column. After a while, solute
breakthrough occurs and the effluent concentration

2. Materials and methods increases with time. Much of the information needed
to evaluate column performance is contained in these

2.1. Affinity membrane column model typical plots of effluent concentration versus time or
breakthrough curve (Fig. 1). This curve can be used

Most affinity separations in chromatography are to determine (1) how much of the column capacity
operated in the frontal analysis mode. To describe has been used, (2) how much solute is lost in the
this behavior the model system for affinity mem- effluent, and (3) the processing time. This is precise-
brane columns was used in the present work [10,12]. ly the performance information needed to optimize
This model is based on the isothermal Langmuir processing [20].
sorption of a single solute during flow through a A low column capacity utilization causes a de-
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Fig. 1. Column loading process and breakthrough curve for membrane affinity system. For an adsorption step terminated at effluent
concentration of breakthrough C , a small amount of feed has been wasted, and a portion of the column capacity remains unused.BT

crease in ligand utilization, or a delay in the satura- concentration in the column depends on three dimen-
tion time, or a waste of feed solution. Therefore, a sionless groups. The separation factor r, the dimen-
high column capacity utilization is a target condition. sionless number of transfer units for the adsorption
In the present work, a design constraint was set in process n, and the throughput or dimensionless
order to get an operating capacity of 80, 85, 90, 92.5 effluent volume G (a measure of the degree of
or 95% of the column capacity (the range of most column saturation). When a operating capacity design
interest), at the breakthrough concentration equal to constraint is set, the exit concentration becomes a
10% of the inlet concentration or c /c 50.1. Oper- function of G and one of the other two variables onlyo

ating capacity is a parameter more oriented to [12,21], due to the fact that only one relationship
design, operation and optimization problems in af- between n and r can meet the specified operating
finity chromatography. capacity. This relationship depends on the membrane

When the Thomas model is used, the effluent porosity ´ and on the ratio of the Langmuir equilib-
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rium parameters, maximum binding capacity over yL
]the dissociation equilibrium constant q /K . . 40 (4)m d D

(4) Pressure drop DP along the column smaller2.3. Design charts
than the value specified by the membrane manufac-
turer (400 kPa is a typical value), as calculated withTwo design charts were obtained by computer
the Blake–Kozeny equation [12,22],simulation using the Thomas model and the design

constraint, within the range of reported values [12] 2150yLm(1 2 ´)of 1–10 000 for the separation factor r and 10– ]]]]] , 400 kPa (5)2 2d ´20 000 for the parameter l given by, p´

q (1 2 ´) 2.5. Computer simulationsm
]]]l 5 (1)´ K ´d

Computer programs were used to simulate break-
The number of transfer units design chart contains through curves. All computer programs were written
the relationships between n and r. For a given pair of in Fortran 77 and run on a Pentium 586 PC.
r and l values, the number of transfer units to reach´

an operating capacity of 95% of the column capacity
n is read from the ordinate of the chart. This value95 3. Results and discussion
permits to find the number of transfer units n , for aD

design operating capacity Q in the range of 80–D 3.1. Design charts
95% using a design correlation. The suitable resi-
dence time of a membrane system can be calculated

Two design charts for affinity membrane column
using this n value along with the correspondingD systems were obtained from the Thomas model and a
dimensionless equation. This residence time will

specified design constraint. The number of transfer
produce a breakthrough curve with the specified

units design chart shown in Fig. 2 permits to find the
operating capacity when the design specifications are

number of transfer units for an operating capacity of
met.

95%, n , for given values of r and l . Curves with95 ´The processing time design chart permits to find
three defined regions where obtained for l values´the required processing time PT given r and the
greater than 200. For lower values of this parameter,

target operating capacity.
n increases quickly with decreasing r.

Using the results of approximately 900 simulated
2.4. Design specifications runs within the studied range of the parameters r, l ,´

2and operating capacity Q , the following 98% RDIn order to apply the design method, the column correlation with a 60.2 variation within 95% confi-
membrane system should meet the following design dence limits was developed,
specifications:

n95(1) Radial Peclet number Pe smaller than 0.04,r ]]]]]]n 5 (6)D 20.55 2 0.206(Q )D2d yp
]] This correlation permits to find the number of, 0.04 (2)4DL

transfer units n for a design operating capacity QD D
where D is the protein diffusion coefficient. in the range of 80–95%, using given values of n .95

(2) A column consisting of a stack of at least 30 The second chart is the processing time design
individual membranes, chart (Fig. 3). This chart permits to find the required

processing time PT for given values of r and theL
]$ 30 (3) design operating capacity. Processing time is inLm practice independent of the parameter l . The values´

(3) Axial Peclet number Pe greater then 40, of PT on the design chart represent average values ofz
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Fig. 2. Number of transfer units design chart calculated from the Thomas model and a constraint of 95% of the membrane column capacity
as operating capacity at breakthrough. Using known r and l values, n is read from the ordinate and suitable operating conditions for the´ 95

affinity membrane column can be obtained.

processing times from the simulated runs with a and solution properties design values are shown in
maximum variation of 63%. Table 1.

(2) Chart parameters calculation: the value of the
3.2. Design procedure separation factor r is calculated first using the

corresponding dimensionless equation [12] and the
To illustrate the use of the proposed design design values,

methodology for chosing suitable membrane column co
]r 5 1 1 5 21 (7)operating conditions, column dimensions and pro- Kd

cessing time, experimental data from literature for
according to Eq. (1) the value of the parameter l is´human g-globulin purification by adsorption onto an
248.57.affinity nylon membrane containing immobilized

(3) Estimation of n from the design chart (Fig.95protein A was used [23]. A design operation capacity
2): the number of transfer units n is read from the95of 93.5% was chosen. The procedure follows:
ordinate of the chart using the above parameters,(1) Design values specification: the required mem-

brane properties, equilibrium and kinetic parameters, n 5 45.1 (8)95
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Fig. 3. Processing time design chart calculated from the Thomas model and a constraint of 80, 85, 90, 92.5 and 95% of the membrane
column capacity as operating capacity at breakthrough, respectively. Using a known r value and the design operating capacity Q , theD

required processing time PT is read from the ordinate of the chart.

(4) Calculation of the number of transfer units for sponding dimensionless Eq. [12] and design values,
the design capacity n : using Eq. (6) and a design the ratio of column height to interstitial flow velocity93.5

operation capacity of 93.5%, the number of transfer is,
units obtained is,

L ´n
] ]]]]5 5 33.2 s (10)45.1 y (1 2 ´)q km 1]]]]]]n 5 5 35 (9)93.5 20.55 2 0.206 3 93.5
Accordingly, the above L /y value meets the 93.5%

(5) Residence time calculation: using the corre- operating capacity restriction.

Table 1
Values of the parameters used in the design procedure

Membrane properties Equilibrium parameters Kinetic parameter Solution properties
25 5 21 21 27

e 50.7 q 51.933310 M k 51.27310 M s c 56.67310 Mm 1 o
28 21 21L 5160 mm K 53.33310 M m 50.01 g cm sm d

27 2 21
DP5400 kPa D54.2310 cm s
d 53 mmp
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(6) Radial Peclet specification check: using Eq. or the manageable flow-rate for a given membrane
(2) it is possible to verify if the L /y value can meet area, can be calculated using the continuity equation.
the radial Peclet specification. For instance, the For a 2.5-cm diameter membrane, the manageable
calculated value for this particular case is 0.0016, flow-rate F is given in this case by:
smaller than 0.04.

F 5 ´yA 5 3 ml /min (14)The residence time in the membrane pores is high
enough to prevent radial diffusion limitations. Other- where A is the membrane column cross-sectional
wise, the design method could not be applied, except area.
if a smaller pore membrane is used. (12) Processing time determination: the processing

The maximum membrane pore size for the system time PT can be obtained from Fig. 3. For the values
can be determined from Eq. (2) as well, of r521 and Q 593.5%, this parameter is de-D

]]]] termined as,0.04 3 4DL
]]]]d 5 5 15 mm (11)p œ y PT 5 400 s (15)

(7) Membrane column length calculation: the
membrane column length can be calculated choosing

4. Conclusionsa suitable number of individual membranes for the
membrane column module. If 30 individual mem-

A systematic approach for the optimal affinitybranes compose the column, this value can be
membrane column design is presented in this work.calculated as,
The approach is based on the solution of the Thomas

L 5 30L 5 0.48 cm (12)m model for frontal analysis in membrane column
adsorption. The analysis permits to find the operating

(8) Interstitial flow velocity calculation: the inter- conditions, column dimensions and processing time
stitial flow velocity can be calculated by dividing the for an operating capacity restriction in the range of
column length by the residence time, in this par- 80–95% of the column capacity.
ticular case as, The solution of the Thomas model under the given

design constraint range was developed in a graphicy 5 0.0144 cm/s (13)
mode for a wide range of operational conditions. In
order to properly use this analysis, four design(9) Axial Peclet specification check: using Eq. (4)
restrictions must be satisfied. The application of thisthe values of L and y can be used to verify axial
systematic approach was illustrated using experimen-Peclet specification. In this case since the axial
tal data from the literature and a simple procedure.Preclet value is calculated as 16 457, it in fact
The results successfully show that the approachcomplies with this specification.
could be used to help develop the basis for properThe residence time in a membrane pore is low
design, operation and application of affinity mem-enough to prevent axial diffusion limitations. Other-
brane columns in protein separation processes.wise, the design method could not be applied, except

if a longer column is used.
(10) Pressure drop specification check: similarly,

Eq. (5) and the calculated values of L and y can be 5. List of Symbols
used to check the pressure drop specification. The
corresponding calculated value is 0.7 kPa. This A membrane column cross-sectional area,

2pressure drop is a permissible operating condition cm
according to the specified membrane properties. c solute concentration in the bulk phase, M
Otherwise, the design method could not be applied, c solute concentration in the bulk phase ato

except if a wider pore membrane is used. column inlet, M
(11) Flow area or flow-rate determination: the d average pore diameter, cmp

2 21required flow area for a given volumetric flow-rate, D diffusion coefficient, cm s
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